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Форма проведення: комбінована (усний екзамен на платформі Hangouts Meet + виконання 

тесту на платформі ЕНК) 

Тривалість проведення: 0.33 год. на студента 

Максимальна кількість балів: 40 балів:  

 1 питання (усна тема) - 20 балів,  
 2 питання (тестове завдання) - 20 балів. 
 

Критерії оцінювання. 

1 питання - максимальна кількість балів ставиться за відсутності граматичних та лексичних 

помилок, достатньому використанні  нової лексики у ході розповіді та презентації ситуації; 

 

2 питання – виконання тесту у системі ЕНК (з використанням вокабуляру з різних тем, які 

вивчалися протягом року) 

Орієнтовний перелік питань 

 

1. Talk about the global warming and ways to improve the environmental 

situation. 

 What do you know about the global warming and greenhouse effect?  

 How much attention is being given to global warming nowadays?  

 What are the primary engines of global warming?  

 How can you explain the “greenhouse effect”?  

 What are the current developments that contribute to the global 

warming?  

 Provide the ways to make the situation better. 

2. Talk about the problem of climate change and its outcomes. 

 What do you know about the climate change and its main reasons?  

 What is the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and 

what were its findings concerning the environmental situation? 

  Have the poles remained unharmed by the climate change?  



 What are the disaster scenarios for people if nothing is done to mitigate 

the climate change? 

3. Imagine that you were asked to prepare a report on the  environmental 

situation in Ukraine. 

 How can you define the current environmental situation in Ukraine and 

why?  

 What changes happened in the environmental situation of Ukraine 

lastly?  

 What perspectives do you see if nothing is changed?  

4. Talk about the environmental protection and the most important world 

ecological movements. 

 What can you say about the environmental protection?  

 What ecological movements do you know?  

 What is their purpose and how do they contribute to the ecology 

protection?  

 What is your opinion about their activity: is it positive or negative? 

5. You are asked to tell the future pupils and their parents about the system 

of secondary education in England and Wales. 

 What are key features of education in England and Wales?  

 When does the compulsory school begin and end?  

 What subjects do they learn?  

 What exams do they need to pass?  

 

6. Talk about different types of schools in the USA. 

 What types of schools do you know?  

 What are their similarities and differences?  

 Who are their sponsors?  

 What peculiarities do they have? 

 

7. Talk about secondary education in Ukraine 

 At what age does the compulsory school begin and end?  

 What are the key subjects pupils learn at school?  

 What types of schools are there in Ukraine?  

 What exams do students need to pass to enter the university? 

 

8. You are asked to compare the educational system in England and in the 

USA. Compare and make a conclusion about which one is better/worse 

from different perspectives. 

 Compare the educational systems of these countries.  

 What is similar and what is different?  

 Which one seems better for you and why? 



 

9. Think about the problem of bringing up children. Tell about the discipline 

in schools.  

 What are the methods of setting the discipline in school?  

 What do you think about punishment as a mean of discipline influence?  

 What are the positive and negative sides of such an influence? 

 

10. You are asked to compile a report about the future of English. 

 What perspectives do you see for the English language?  

 Will it be more widespread in the future?  

 What trends are awaiting for it?  

 Mention positive and negative effects of the possible changes. 

11. Tell a brief history of the British theatre.  

 Mention the key moments in the history of the British theatre.  

 How did it appear?  

 What was the year of permanent theatre foundation?  

 Which fundamental periods and events did it live through?  

 How does it look like nowadays? 

12. Tell a brief history of cinema. TV and cinema. Do not forget to mention 

their impact on people. 

 How did the history of cinema begin?  

 What are the main events that affected its development?  

 Mention the important stages of cinema development.  

 What impact does the TV and cinema have on people nowadays? 

13. Talk about English, American and Ukrainian characters and stereotypes.  

 What similarities and differences can you spot in English, American and 

Ukrainian character?  

 Do you believe in stereotypes?  

 What stereotypes do you know?  

 Have you ever faced them personally? 

 

14. Talk about the history and modern reality of Ukrainian theatre. 

 When and how did the history of Ukrainian theatre begin?  

 What outstanding Ukrainian theatres do you know?  

 What are the types of Ukrainian theatres?  

 What are the performances they present?  

 What is your favourite Ukrainian theatre and why? 

15. Present information about the wildlife and the environment. 

 How is the wildlife connected with today`s environmental problems?  

 Mention the most endangered species of animals.  



 What is the reason of their extinction?  

 Is it possible to save their gene pool? How?  
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